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Abstract
In their recent article in Alpine Botany (133:63-67, 2023a), Körner et al. revisit the outcome of an interesting experiment 
from 2009 (Lenz et al., Plant Ecolog Divers 6:365–375, 2013). Although I appreciate the new focus on cell wall lignifica-
tion, I disagree with their main conclusion. Rather than questioning the role cold temperatures play in cell wall lignification, 
the authors provide experimental evidence for a thermal threshold under which the secondary cell walls of mountain pines 
(Pinus uncinata) at the upper treeline in the Swiss Alps exhibit a reduced lignin content.
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The thermally induced and conceptually defined potential 
cold distribution limit of upright plant growth fascinates 
scholars since at least two centuries (von Humboldt and 
Bonpland 1807; Troll 1973; Körner 2012). While the high-
est alpine treelines reach almost 5000 m asl in eastern Tibet 
and the Bolivian Andes (Hoch and Körner 2005; Miehe et al. 
2007), the northernmost arctic treeline approaches sea level 
at around 73° North on the Russian Taimyr Peninsula in 
central Siberia (Naurzbaev et al. 2002). Although reasonably 
well explained by a universal cold temperature isotherm, 
the mechanistic controls on the global treeline position are 
still not fully understood (see synthesis Figure 2 in a recent 
perspective by Körner and Hoch 2023). This lack of under-
standing has motivated a recent debate about physiological 
and biochemical factors that may, or may not, contribute 
to the thermal limit of upright plant growth (Büntgen et al. 
2023; Körner et al. 2023b).

The hypothesis of a possible inability of plants to lignify 
their secondary cell walls under too cold temperatures has 
been introduced as an additional rather than an alternative 
concept for better understanding the global treeline position 
(Crivellaro and Büntgen 2020; Crivellaro et al. 2022). This 
large-scale biogeographic theory has been corroborated by 
a simple time-for-space surrogate, the formation of so-called 
Blue Rings during summers with unusually cold tempera-
tures that often follow large volcanic eruptions (Piermattei 
et al. 2020; Büntgen et al. 2022a). ‘Blue Rings’ are wood 
anatomical anomalies characterised by a lack of cell wall 
lignification across entire (very rare) or partial (more fre-
quent) tree rings.

With just a few local studies and yet not enough time-for-
space surrogates (Fig. 1), we are still far away from having 
a comprehensive picture of the biotic and abiotic drivers of 
‘Blue Ring’ formation. However, and contrary to the moti-
vation by Körner et al. (2023a), there is no evidence that 
constant cooling of 3 K over much of the growing season at 
the upper treeline in the Swiss Alps would limit cell wall lig-
nification. In fact, any long-term treatment should be mean-
ingless because it does not matter if very warm summers and 
extremely cold winters are chronically cooler or warmer by 3 
K. What matters is the frequency, intensity, and duration of 
critical cold spells during the growing season. Moreover, the 
in situ tissue cooling of the 2009 experiment was conducted 
at the Stillberg research site between 2140 and 2170 m asl in 
the eastern Swiss Alps near Davos (46°46’ N, 9°52’ E; Lenz 
et al. 2013), which is approximately 250–300 m below the 
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potential treeline (Büntgen et al. 2022b). Since the realised 
and potential treeline positions are almost never in equilib-
rium, most treeline studies of the past decades describe too 
warm in situ conditions as the ecotone (realised treeline) is 
lacking the rate of recent anthropogenic warming (potential 
treeline).

Importantly, Körner et al. (2023a) provide the first experi-
mental in situ treeline evidence for a temperature-induced 
disruption of the biochemical process of cell wall lignifica-
tion in the stems of upright growing conifer trees. Although 
the authors write that their experiment ‘does not suggest 
that lignification is low-temperature limited in treeline trees’, 
their study shows the opposite and confirms the importance 
of ephemeral cold spells during the growing season. In con-
trast to their interpretation and conclusion, Körner et al. 
(2023a) corroborate previously published local, global, and 
historical indication for a low-temperature threshold under 

which cell wall lignification ceases (see Fig. 1 for a topical 
review).

Moreover, Körner et al. (2023a) raise at least five scien-
tific issues that merit further discussion (1–5): (1) a constant 
3 K cooling with computer-controlled Peltier collars from 
early June until the end of September is arguably a too short 
seasonal window to represent an elevational upward shift of 
500–600 m. A constant summer cooling also neglects the 
possibility of an increasing range of temperature extremes 
that may occur on daily to annual scales at higher eleva-
tions where wind speed and cloud cover change as well. (2) 
So-called Frost Rings are characterised by cell deformation 
and/or collapse but not necessarily by a lack of cell wall lig-
nification. (3) It has never been speculated that alpine herbs 
are small because they cannot produce lignin, but it has 
been observed that small plants above the upper or north-
ern treelines may grow and survive even with less lignified 

Fig. 1  a Since the first wood anatomical descriptions of a lack of cell 
wall lignification in herbs and dwarf shrubs from coastal East Green-
land (L1; Büntgen et  al. 2015) and the formation of ‘Blue Rings’ 
(BRs) in Pinus nigra from Italy (H1; Piermattei et al. 2015), further 
studies revealed non-lignified stems of Ladakiella klimesii from East-
ern Ladakh (L2; Dolezal et  al. 2016), BRs in Pinus sylvestris from 
Romania (H2; Semeniuc et al. 2016), a lack of cell wall lignification 
in herbs and dwarf shrubs from coastal East Greenland (L3; Bünt-
gen et  al. 2018), BRs in Pinus contorta from Western Canada and 
the USA (H3; Montwé et  al. 2018), BRs in Pinus nigra from Italy 
(H4; Crivellaro et al. 2018), BRs in Larix decidua from the Russian 
Altai (H5; Büntgen et al. 2020), BRs in Pinus sylvestris from Latvia 
(H6; Matisons et al. 2020), BRs in Pinus uncinata from the Spanish 
central Pyrenees (H7; Piermattei et al. 2020), BRs in Pinus longaeva 

from Nevada, USA (H8; Tardif et al. 2020), BRs in Pinus sylvestris 
from Finland (H9; Björklund et al. 2021), BRs in 12 species from 14 
sites in the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics (H10; Büntgen et  al. 
2022a); BRs in Pinus sylvestris from Poland (H11; Matulewski et al. 
2022), a tendency towards less lignified cell walls in small plants at 
cold sites (G1; Crivellaro et  al. 2022), BRs in Pinus sylvestris from 
Estonia (H12; Greaves et al. 2023), and an experimentally forced lack 
of cell wall lignification in Pinus uncinata from the eastern Swiss 
Alps (E1; Körner et al. 2023a). b Schematic overview of local, his-
torical, global, and experimental evidence for temperature controls 
on biotic and abiotic factors and processes relevant for plant cell wall 
lignification obtained from the interrelated fields of botany, paleocli-
matology, biogeography, and plant physiology
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cell walls. (4) Neither has a gradual decline in latewood lig-
nification been reported nor should it be related to wood 
density measurements that are traditionally based on the 
two-dimensional ratio between tracheid cell wall thickness 
and transverse cell lumen area (Björklund et al. 2019). (5) 
‘Blue Rings’ have not been reported to follow the exception-
ally warm summer of 1976 in western and central Europe. 
However, a remarkably high occurrence of ‘Blue Rings’ in 
Estonian Scots pines in 1976 was likely triggered by excep-
tionally cold September and October temperatures over east-
ern Europe (Greaves et al. 2023), where the summer months 
were also slightly cooler than the 1961–1990 average.

Despite the above inconsistencies, I agree with Körner 
et  al. (2023a) that species-specific cold distribution 
limits of trees, shrubs, and herbs are likely not carbon 
(photosynthesis)-limited, and that it is still poorly under-
stood what permits perennial plants from growing and age-
ing under critically low (mean and/or extreme)-temperature 
conditions. I also concur that smaller stature plants above 
the treeline can experience warmer microclimatic conditions 
during favourable weather conditions (Körner et al. 2023b). 
This observation, however, does not reject the hypothesis 
that a thermally induced lack of cell wall lignification can 
play a role in the global treeline position (Crivellaro et al. 
2022; Büntgen et al. 2023). Notwithstanding recent advance-
ments at the interface of dendrochronology and wood anat-
omy, it remains unclear what the double staining of ana-
tomical cross sections with Astra Blue and Safranin actually 
reveals, how cold it needs to be for how long to trigger entire 
or partial ‘Blue Rings’, and if different tree, shrub and herb 
species exhibit different temperature thresholds under which 
the secondary cell walls of their stems lack the necessary 
degree of lignin that is needed to grow upright and conduct 
water over large distance.

Future research may therefore use controlled laboratory 
or open field experiments to explore the thermal limits of 
biosynthesis within different cell wall components to better 
understand xylogenesis and lignin formation. Such studies 
should include plant stem anatomical analyses of different 
cell functional types to quantify the climatic drivers of ‘Blue 
Rings’ within and between species and lifeforms. Mutants 
of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh and other model plants 
with and without the expression of lignin-relevant key 
enzymes could be used to investigate the biochemical basis 
for a putative temperature threshold for lignin formation and 
to investigate the ability of lignin to penetrate cell walls. 
Genetic control of different types of lignin in plant cell walls 
is expected to provide new insights into the potential and 
limitations of Safranin and Astra Blue double staining. Con-
focal fluorescence imaging may possibly help to quantify 
the degree of cell wall lignification in ‘Blue Rings’, which 
would offer more nuanced climatic information beyond a 
simple binary classification. Moreover, combined analyses 

of dendrochronological and wood anatomical data from dif-
ferent species should be conducted along undisturbed eleva-
tional gradients in various high-mountain regions.

In synthesis, I consider the ongoing debate a refreshing 
impetus for critical thinking and scientific exchange within 
and beyond biologists, ecologists, and geographers inter-
ested in, and fascinated by, the global treeline phenomenon.
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